
CPR
Call Problem Resolution

A Bible Study Series



The Call
(Word)



The Purpose
Here’s the Call…

To follow Jesus on his terms

…Are you in or out?



First…

Take the Pulse
What do you already know about….



Common Attitudes
“The Bible was written by Man, not God so it can’t be perfect”  

“I don’t read my Bible a lot, but I definitely pray” 

“I get my verse of the day text” 

“I don’r read it as much as I should” 

“I hear it in Church…” 

“I used to be really into it”



2 Timothy 3.16-17

What authority does the Bible says it carries?  
What kind of authority has it been having in your life?  

What would you do if you found something in the Bible with which you disagreed? 

Have you ever been taught/reproved/corrected/trained by Scripture?  

Are you willing to be trained by the Bible and us?  

What would it look like to start training in righteousness?

The Bible is your authority for life

MUST ASK QUESTIONS



Common Attitudes
“I’m sure I have been Taught (rebuked/corrected/trained) by the 

Bible, but I can’t think of anything” 

“Well there are many different interpretations, so who’s to say 
what’s right?” 

“I wouldn’t know where to start”



Building a Reading Plan
“Bible” comes from “Biblos” (Greek)/“biblia” (Latin)  

Not a novel, more like a Library 
Organized by Genre, NOT chronology 

Start with the Christian section (The NT) 
If you want to be a CHRISTian you need to be like Christ 
Encourage to start with a gospel (Mark is the shortest) 

Plan 
1 Section/day 

1 Interesting thing, 1 Question, 1 Thing to do 



Hebrews 4:12-13

What does the Bible compare itself to?  Why a sword? 

What does it say it judges? 

Why is it important to expose/deal with thoughts and attitudes? 

How do you feel about having your thoughts and attitudes exposed?  

How do you think you begin to allow the Bible to expose the thoughts and attitudes of 
your heart? 

The Bible Uncovers EVERYTHING

MUST ASK QUESTIONS



Common Attitudes
“As long as I don’t do anything bad I’m ok” 

“Those things are my business, not yours” 

“It’s enough for God to know my heart”



Acts 17:10-12

Why does the Bible describe the Berea's as noble? 

What did they do when they received the message from Paul? 

Have you ever been preached to, and then just taken someone’s word for it?  

Why is it important do go back and examine the Scriptures to see if it’s true? 

How can you start doing that even today?

The Berean Challenge

MUST ASK QUESTIONS



Common Attitudes
“My pastor is great I really trust him/her” 

“My grandma wouldn’t steer me wrong” 

“I would feel it, if it was wrong” 



Additional Scriptures
1 Peter 1:19-21—Not many interpretations

John 7:16-17—The Jesus Dare

John 8:30-32—Jesus Dare Part 2/Belief not enough/Set free!

Matthew 7:24-27—Build your house on the rock

John 16:7-11—Spirit Convicts therefore Scripture Convicts



Final Challenge
Reading Plan 

Attend Disciple functions 

Share with 2 people 

Spend time with Disciples 
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